
Malawi Flooding 

As I write this there has been very little if anything in the Press about the 

recent heavy rain in the Southern Region of Malawi.   This has led to excessive 

run off into the rivers and streams and complete saturation of the ground 

across the region.   A statement from Malawi's Department of Disaster 

Management in the Ministry of Homeland Security, said that "A total of 45,312 

households (approximately 226,560 people) have been affected and 

assessments to establish the extent of the damage in all the 14 affected 

districts are underway."  Twenty-eight deaths and 124 injuries have been 

reported.  Many families have lost all they possess, their homes and crops, 

with roads and bridges washed away, hampering the relief effort. 

Local reports indicate that the situation is far worse that experienced in 2015. 

There is a real need for significant support and assistance. 

More prominently in the news recently, Comic Relief came under attack with 

Stacey Dooley accused of perpetuating “tired and unhelpful stereotypes” 

following her trip to Africa for the relief organisation.  But encouraging 

generous giving by people in wealthy parts of the world to help and support 

those who live in abject poverty, or for whom disaster strikes, is simply a 

demonstration of care and compassion for one another. 

The Judaeo-Christian tradition encourages us to “love your neighbour.”   

Some tried to catch out Jesus asking, “who is my neighbour?”  Jesus replied by 

telling the parable of the Good Samaritan.  That’s not just a story encouraging 

us to be nice to one another.  The Samaritan was good because he helped a 

Jew who had been beaten up on the road between Jerusalem and Jericho.  

Samaritans and Jews hated each other.  Their relationship was similar to that 



of Protestants and Catholics in 1970s Northern Ireland.  Jesus concludes the 

parable encouraging his hearers to be neighbourly to everyone and not just 

those who live next door, regardless of their beliefs, racial origins or where 

they live, saying that we should go and do as the Samaritan had done.  Indeed, 

he took the man to an inn to recuperate.  He gave the inn-keeper money to 

care for the man promising that, when he returned, he’d pay more if it was 

needed.  That’s what Comic Relief and other charitable giving is about.   

Whilst there has been little or nothing in the UK Press about the recent floods 

in Malawi the people there are our neighbours too and desperately need our 

support. 

Our local charitable organisation FROM Scotland has people in Malawi and is 

already working to alleviate the suffering people are experiencing.  Similarly, a 

spokesperson from Christian Aid said; “Christian Aid Malawi are on the ground 

as part of the Inter-Agency Assessment Committee assessing the damage and 

seeing how they can best respond in accordance with need.” 

Please hold in your prayers all those impacted by the floods and those who are 

working to provide support.   

 

Rev Martyn Sanders 

 


